The fitness of an individual is well understood as its contribution, in offspring,
26
to the next generation. Fitness has both evolutionary significance, as an individual's contribution to a population's subsequent genetic composition, and ecological importance,
28
as an individual's numerical contribution to a population's growth. The simplicity of these closely linked ideas belies serious complications that arise in empirical studies. Because 30 lifetime fitness comprises multiple components of fitness expressed over one to many seasons or stages, its distribution is typically multimodal and highly skewed in shape Here we present applications of a new statistical approach, aster, for analyzing 38 life-history data with the goal of making inferences about lifetime fitness or population growth. Within a single analysis, aster permits different fitness components to be modeled 40 with different statistical distributions, as appropriate. It also accounts for the dependence of fitness components expressed later in the life-span on those expressed earlier, as is necessarily distribution of the components that is a multivariate exponential family. Its canonical parameterization, described by equation (5) in Geyer et al. (2007) , is called the unconditional parameterization of the aster model. Let X i denote the variables (fitness components) and ϕ i the corresponding canonical parameters of a model. When overall fitness is considered a linear combination i a i X i , where a i are known constants, then its unconditional expectation is directly controlled by a single parameter β k if the regression part of the model has the form ϕ i = a i β k + other terms not containing β k by equation (22) in Geyer et al. (2007) ; increasing β k increases the unconditional expectation 146 of i a i X i other betas being held fixed. Thus confidence intervals and hypothesis tests for β k address overall fitness directly. For this reason, the unconditional parameterization is 148 used for the example in Geyer et al. (2007) and Examples 1 and 2 below. This situation most often arises when the linear combination is a simple sum (so the a i are zero or one), 150 e.g. some of the X i are counts of offspring in one year and i a i X i is the total number of offspring observed in all years.
152
The unconditional parameterization is somewhat counterintuitive because terms in the regression model that nominally refer to a single component of fitness (affect its ϕ i only) in the R statistical language (R Development Core Team 2006) and is freely available (http://www.r-project.org).
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We demonstrate the value and versatility of the aster approach with three examples.
In the first, we apply aster to compare mean fitness among groups. Specifically, we 166 quantify effects of inbreeding on fitness of Echinacea angustifolia, a long-lived composite plant. In our second example, we reanalyze data of Etterson (2004) to evaluate phenotypic 168 selection on the annual legume, Chamaecrista fasciculata. In the last example, we illustrate inference of population growth rate via aster. We consider a small dataset that Lenski and 170 Service (1982) used to demonstrate their nonparametric method for inferring population growth rate from a set of individual life-histories of the aphid, Uroleucon rudbeckiae.
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The datasets for our examples are in the aster package for R. Complete analyses for our examples are given in a technical report (Shaw, et al. 2007 ) available at the aster website matings, have become more common.
To evaluate the effects of different mating regimes on the fitness of resulting progeny, 188 formal crosses were conducted in the field to produce progeny of matings between plants a) from different remnants, b) chosen at random from the same remnant, and c) known 190 to share the maternal parent. The resulting seeds were germinated, and the plants were grown in a growth chamber for three months, after which they were transplanted into an we modeled rosette count in each of three field seasons, given survival to that season, as 202 zero-truncated Poisson (Fig. 1A) . To account for spatial and temporal heterogeneity, we also included in the models the factors a) year of crossing (1999 or 2000) , b) planting tray 204 during the period in the growth chamber, c) spatial location (row and position within row) in the field.
206
In addition to evaluating the effects of mating treatments on overall fitness, we developed models to test for differences in the timing and duration of the mating treatment 208 effects on fitness. At the earliest stages, in the benign conditions of the growth chamber, effects of the mating treatments may be negligible. Alternatively, it may be that the 210 effects of mating treatment at the earliest stages largely account for their overall effects on -12 -fitness. These scenarios differ in their implications concerning the inbreeding load expected 212 in standing populations (Husband and Schemske 1996) . We developed four aster models, named "chamber," "field," "sub," and "super." Each was a joint aster analysis of all 11 214 bouts of selection (survival over eight intervals, rosette count at three times). The "field" model includes explicit mating treatment effects only on the final rosette count (variable 216 r05 in Figure 1A ), but because of the unconditional parameterization of aster models (section 2, above) these effects propagate back to earlier stages. The "chamber" model 218 includes explicit mating treatment effects only on the final survival before transplanting (variable lds3 in Figure 1A ), but, again, these effects propagate through all preceding 220 bouts of survival. The "sub" model is the greatest common submodel of "chamber" and "field," and the "super" model is their least common supermodel (i. e. "sub" includes no 222 effects of mating treatment on any aspect of fitness, whereas "super" includes effects of mating treatment on both survival up to transplanting and on final rosette count).
224
The aster analysis revealed clear differences among the mating treatments in overall progeny fitness through the end of the available set of records, (model "field" compared to
226
"sub", (P = 1.1 × 10 −5 ). The unconditional expected rosette count for each cross type is the best estimate for the expected rosette count in 2005 for every seed that germinated in 228
2001. The fitness disadvantage of progeny resulting from sib-mating relative to the other treatments is a 35%-42% reduction in rosette count (Fig. 2 ).
230
EDITOR: PLACE FIGURE 2 HERE.
Because of the aforementioned propagation of effects back to earlier stages, the effects of 232 mating treatment in the "field" model directly subsume overall fitness expressed over the course of the experiment. Though this analysis suffices for inferring the overall effects 234 of mating treatment on fitness, we investigated further the timing and duration of these effects using the additional models described above. The comparison of the "sub" and "chamber" models shows that survival before transplanting differs among mating treatments (P = 0.012). However, the comparison of the "chamber" and "field" models with the
238
"super" model shows that "super" fits no better than "field" (P = 0.34) but does fit better than "chamber" (P = 3.1 × 10 −4 ). Hence the "field" model fully accounts for differences 240 in expressed fitness. The terms of the "chamber" model that quantify the effect of mating treatment on survival up to transplanting are not needed to fit the data, because the 242 aforementioned back propagation of effects subsumes the effects of mating treatment in the growth chamber. This does not mean there are no effects of mating treatment on fitness 244 before transplanting. The comparison of "sub" and "chamber" confirms they exist, and relative to the other treatments is clear in the 7%-10% reduced survival up to the time of transplanting but the overall fitness disadvantage of inbreds is considerably greater (Fig. 2) . consider only the data for the three populations grown in the Minnesota site.
C. fasciculata grows with a strictly annual life-history. In this experiment, fitness
288
was assessed as 1) survival to flowering, 2) flowering, given that the plant survived, 3) the number of fruits a plant produced, and 4) the number of seeds per fruit in a sample of three To illustrate phenotypic selection analysis most straightforwardly, we begin by 300 analyzing two of the fitness components, reprod and fruit in relation to two of the traits, leaf number (LN) and leaf thickness (SLA). This model detected strong dependence of 302 fitness on both traits such that selection is toward more, (P < 10 −6 ) thinner (P = 0.007) leaves.
304
Extending this analysis to assess curvature in the bivariate fitness function, we detected highly significant negative curvature for both traits, suggestive of stabilizing selection,
306
(P < 5.7 × 10 −43 ). The plot of the fitness function together with the observed phenotypes (Fig 3) traits. In the following, we explain the challenge of analyzing data in the structure given, as well as its resolution.
340
Though impractical in this case, as in many others, one could imagine having counts of total numbers of seeds produced by each plant as well the number of fruits. Data in this to those produced by OLS multiple regression of w on the three traits. However, the 366 magnitudes of the estimates differed; for LN, the OLS estimate of the selection gradient exceeded that from the parametric bootstrap based on the aster model by over 25%.
368
Note that our simulations used the aster model distribution rather than the usual OLS assumptions of homoscedastic normal errors and are thus statistically valid; we used OLS 370 only for estimation of the bivariate linear regression for each bootstrap dataset.
EDITOR: PLACE FIGURE 5 HERE.
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As noted, seeds were counted for a fixed number of fruits, three per individual.
Subsampling in this way is a common practice in studies of animals (e.g. Howard 1979), and 374 of plants. It is this feature of the data that dictated modeling the dependence of seed count and fruit number jointly on reproductive status ( Fig. 1) . This, in turn, obviated the direct 376 aster analysis of the dependence of overall fitness on the traits and entailed application of the parametric bootstrap. As a practical alternative, the seed count for each individual 378 could be obtained for a subset of fruits, where the number of fruits on which to count seeds is determined at random, e.g. each fruit is counted with probability p independently of all 380 other fruits, so the number of fruits counted for an individual with n total fruits has a binomial(n, p) distribution. Data in this design would be amenable to direct analysis of 382 selection via aster by incorporating the sampling of fruits into the graphical model. life histories according to the jackknife procedure. Using the properties of the jackknife, they showed how to obtain estimates and sampling variances of φ. They illustrated the 402 approach with a small dataset sampled from the aphid, Uroleucon rudbeckiae. The survival and fecundity in each of fourteen age intervals were recorded for 18 individuals in a cohort 404 (see Fig. 1 ), and these data served as the basis for estimating φ and its sampling variance for this cohort (data printed in Lenski and Service 1982).
406
In using the aster approach to analyze these data, we modeled the binomial parameter governing survival probability, logit(σ x ), as a quadratic function of age, x, and found not 408 only that survivorship declined significantly with age (P = 0.001) but also that there is significant deviation (P = 0.028) from a linear decline in logit(σ x ). Tienderen's approach involves separate analyses to estimate selection gradients for each fitness component, it is does not take into account the dependence relationships of the fitness components and is subject to the usual distributional problems (e.g. Coulson et al. 2003 ).
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Aster also encompasses inference of population growth rates. Lenski and Service (1982) first noted the importance of sound statistical modeling for population growth.
514
They recognized that the appropriate unit of observation is the individual and its complete life-history. Our use of aster for inferring φ builds on their work by employing parametric 516 models for each life-history event. The resulting estimate and confidence interval for φ is similar to that obtained by Lenski and Service's (1982) method using the jackknife. This 518 application of aster differs from our other examples in using aster models to obtain estimates of life-history events, conditional on previous aspects of the life-history. In our example, 520 expected fecundity at a given age x, which is the product β x σ x in the notation of Lenski 
